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Abstract—Sign language recognition systems suffer from the
problem of signer dependence. In this letter, we propose a novel
method that adapts the original model set to a specific signer with
his/her small amount of training data. First, affinity propagation
is used to extract the exemplars of signer independent hidden
Markov models; then the adaptive training vocabulary can be au-
tomatically formed. Based on the collected sign gestures of the new
vocabulary, the combination of maximum a posteriori and itera-
tive vector field smoothing is utilized to generate signer-adapted
models. Experimental results on six signers demonstrate that the
proposed method can reduce the amount of the adaptation data
and still can achieve high recognition performance.

Index Terms—Affinity propagation, maximum a posteriori, sign
language recognition, signer adaptation, vector field smoothing.

I. INTRODUCTION

S IGN language recognition aims to transcribe sign language
to text automatically. Many works on sign language recog-

nition have been performed [1]. To the best of our knowledge,
some representative works are [2]–[4]. Most works focus on
signer dependent (SD) sign language recognition. Nevertheless,
the performance of the system is poor when a signer is unreg-
istered in the training set. Signer independent (SI) models [5]
can achieve high performance, but still can not be comparable
with SD models. Adaptation techniques in speech recognition
[6] and handwriting recognition [7] supply an alternative solu-
tion to this problem. Ong et al. [8] applied supervised maximum
a posteriori (MAP, [9]) to adapt their system and yielded 88.5%
accuracy on a 20-gesture vocabulary. U. von Agris et al. [10]
combined maximum likelihood linear regression and MAP for
signer adaptation. With 80 and 160 signs, they achieved 78.6%
and 94.6% accuracy respectively on a vocabulary of 153 signs.
In their latest work [11], they combined eigenvoice, maximum
likelihood linear regression, and MAP algorithms to reduce the
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Fig. 1. Exemplar extraction and MAP/IVFS for signer adaptation.

adaptation data and retard the performance saturation. Wang et
al. [12] presented an adaptive method based on data generating,
in which they reduced the size of adaptation data set from 350
to 136 with acceptable recognition accuracy.

In this letter we propose a novel signer adaptation method
to reduce the amount of data further. As shown in Fig. 1, our
method mainly consists of two steps: the exemplar extraction
and the combination of maximum a posteriori and iterative
vector field smoothing (MAP/IVFS). First, affinity propagation
(AP, [13]) is used to extract a subset of the vocabulary, which
can represent the major characteristics of the new signer’s
signing; then MAP/IVFS is adopted to modify the parameters
of the models. In the next two sections, AP based exemplar
extraction and MAP/IVFS are described respectively, and the
experiment evaluation and conclusion are given in Sections IV
and V respectively.

II. EXEMPLAR EXTRACTION

Different people have different hand sizes, body sizes, signing
habits, signing rhythms, and so on, which leads to varieties when
they sign the same word. The mismatch between the training
data and the test data leads to poor recognition performance.
One alternative to solve this problem is collecting enough data
from different people to train SI models. In this way two prob-
lems stand out.

1) The models are difficult to converge because the data of dif-
ferent people vary noticeably. Sometimes the distinctions
between the data of two different people on the same sign
are almost larger than the distinctions between the data of
the same people on two different signs.

2) The generalization ability is another problem. Well-trained
SI models may gain acceptable performance on new
signers, but not perfect performance as gained by the SD
models. The SI models are one-size-fits-all.

The adaptation techniques can adapt SI models to a specific
signer. However, in Chinese sign language there are totally more
than 5000 words. Collecting data samples for adaptation is a
tedious job even supposing that only one sample is needed for
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Fig. 2. Extracting exemplars using AP and �-means (a) Original points. (b) AP
clustering. (c) K-means clustering.

one word. Therefore, we must explore the correlation among the
models, and select some exemplars for all the words.

We use hidden Markov model (HMM, [14]) as the statistical
model. For adaptation, the mean vectors of HMMs’ mixture
components are the most important, so we only adapt the mean
vectors as other signer adaptation works [8], [10]–[12]. How-
ever, the mean vectors of HMMs have exemplars implicit. If we
have not enough data to adapt all the vectors, we can first adapt
exemplars of them, then the unadapted vectors can be estimated
according to the priors (from SI models) and the changes (from
the adapted vectors).

We first use AP to cluster the HMMs’ means and detect pat-
terns of them, and each pattern is an exemplar. Compared to
other clustering method, AP can find exemplars representing
data structure well. Fig. 2 shows the clustering results of AP and

-means [15]. The lower left parts of Fig. 2(b) and 2(c) show that
AP extracts several exemplars whereas -means only extracts
one cluster center, which means that AP can find exemplars that
have similar structure with original data.

AP’s inputs are a preference value and the similarity matrix
whose elements are the similarity measure between pairs of two
means. We should first compute the similarity between each
pair of mean vectors. Chinese sign language data can be sep-
arated into three data streams: position and orientation of two
hands (P&O), the affiliated hand shape (AHS) and the dominant

hand shape (DHS). These data streams are almost independent
from each other, and contribute differently to recognition. Be-
fore we compute the similarity between two means we should
first weigh the 3 data streams. According to the experiments, the
empirical weight values of are obtained
corresponding to P&O, AHS and DHS respectively. As a result,
the similarity between two means and can be obtained
by (1) shown at the bottom of the page. where ,
and are the dimensionalities of P&O, AHS and DHS.

With the input of the preference value and the similarity ma-
trix, AP clusters the mean vectors through three steps, depicted
in (2)–(4):

(2)

(3)

(4)

where is the message sent from to ; is
the message sent from to ; is the accumulated
evidence that is an exemplar. AP begins with all availabili-
ties initialized to zero, and is set to the preference value
that is chosen as an exemplar. Then the messages are passed
between all the mean pairs. The procedure will terminate after
the fixed number of iterations that the messages’ changes fall
below a threshold, or after the local decisions stay constant for
some number of iterations [13].

The outputs of AP are the exemplar mean vectors. These ex-
emplars can represent a specified signer’s signing manner to
some extent. Each exemplar mean vector belongs to an HMM,
that is, corresponds to a word. We collect one sample of a word
for adaptation if the word’s HMM includes at least one exem-
plar mean vector. Considering that different exemplar means
may belong to the same HMM, the number of words included in
the adaptation data may be smaller than that of exemplar mean
vectors. This can reduce the amount of adaptation data also.
MAP/IVFS takes the adaptation data and the SI models as in-
puts and outputs the SA models.

III. MAP/IVFS

We propose the MAP/IVFS algorithm to adapt the SI models
to SA models with the new signer’s small amount of data.

(1)
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MAP [9] utilizes the prior distribution of parameters and the
adaptation data to estimate the new parameters. The prior distri-
bution is extracted from the SI models. If conjugated priors are
used, a simple formula is obtained by (5).

(5)

where , and are the adapted mean vector, the
mean of the observed adaptation data and the mean

vector of SI models; is the weight of the prior and is the
occupation likelihood of the adaptation data. If the amount of
adaptation data is small, will be close to SI mean ; If the
amount of adaptation data is large, will be close to . As a
result, tailoring the SI models with enough adaptation data using
MAP will obtain SA models close to SD models in performance.
Suppose is the length of the observation sequence and is
the number of states in HMM set, then the complexity of MAP
estimation is .

The adaptation data obtained by AP based exemplar extrac-
tion do not cover all HMM models. Supposing that there are

samples in the adaptation data set, then the corresponding
HMMs can be adapted using MAP. The unadapted HMMs

must be estimated by utilizing the prior information (from the
SI models), the adapted HMMs, and the correlation among dif-
ferent HMMs.

Supposing that denotes the HMM means set that each of
them has adaptation data available and denotes the HMM
means set that each of them has no adaptation data, the transfer
vectors of means in can be obtained by subtracting SI means
from their corresponding adapted means:

(6)

We assume that all the transfer vectors of form
a smooth vector field, so the transfer vectors of means in
can be estimated using the transfer vectors of their neighbors in

. For each in , the estimation using MAP/VFS [16] is
obtained by (7):

(7)

where is a subset of , represents the nearest neighbors
of ; represents the transfer vector of as defined in
(6); is the weight of to , and equals to , which
indicates that the more similar is with , the more infor-
mation it supplies to .

The estimated mean is equal to the sum of its initial value
and the estimated transfer vector. The transfer vector estima-

tion is based on interpolation by weighing the transfer vectors
of its nearest neighbors. Selecting the number of is a problem
that must be solved. Previously in MAP/VFS the neighbors are
obtained in the SI means space, not considering the SA means
space. Nevertheless, the neighborhood relationship may change
before and after MAP/VFS adaptation. Although the SA means
space is not available completely, the partial space generated by
MAP/VFS can still supply some information. By this idea, we
propose the MAP/IVFS.

Fig. 3. The MAP/IVFS, the nearest neighbors are iteratively refined.

Fig. 3 shows the process of MAP/IVFS. In (a), the target
mean selects (we take 3 as an example) neighbors in the
SI means space. Then (b) shows that the estimated value
corresponding to can be obtained with its neighbors using
MAP/VFS. At the SA means space, the estimated finds the
same number of neighbors. As can be seen in (c), a new neighbor

appears, which means that it is still informational to
though it is not very close to in the SI means space. (d) shows
that since a new exemplar mean appears, it should be added to
the neighbors at the SI means space also. The procedure iterates
until the number of maximum iteration arrives or the neighbors
do not change after some number of iterations.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Two data gloves and a position tracker are used as data input
devices. Experimental data set consists of 6144 samples over
256 words with each word having 24 samples (including six
signers, each signer with four samples). One signer was se-
lected as the test signer, and his/her first group and the other
three groups samples of all the words were used as the adap-
tation data set and the test data set respectively. The data of
other fivesigners were used as the training data set for SI models.
Cross- validation was conducted on six signers. Each word was
modeled by a 3-state Bakis HMM, and the observation proba-
bility distribution was unimodal multivariate Gaussian.

The experimental results are summarized in Table I. In
Table I, E and A are the number of exemplars extracted by AP
and the number of corresponding adaptation data; K and K’
are the initial and the final average number of neighbors for
MAP/IVFS; SI represents the recognition accuracy using SI
HMMs; SA represents the recognition rate without reducing
the amount of adaptation data, that is, the adaptation data
set consists of 1 sample for each word in the vocabulary; for
comparing the AP and -means, -means based MAP/IVFS
results is also listed.

Experimental results showed that the recognition accuracy
improvements became larger with the increase of the prefer-
ence value. We observed that when we increased the prefer-
ence value, the number of exemplars extracted became larger,
and the corresponding number of adaptation data became larger.
When the preference value was , the number of exem-
plar mean vectors was about 188.2, included in about 154.8
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF OUR METHOD

TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS

HMMs, so the adaptation data set consisted of about 154.8 sam-
ples. With this adaptation data set, the recognition accuracy of
84.60% was obtained, and the performance was strong because
about 100 HMMs did not have adaptation data. Moreover, MAP/
IVFS achieved high recognition rate compared with MAP/VFS
because MAP/IVFS could iteratively refine the neighbors as
shown by the comparison of K and K’.

When the preference value was , the average number of
adaptation data was 16.8, and with these adaptation data, MAP/
IVFS achieved the average recognition rate of 76.26%, which
was about 8.66% improvement over SI models. The average
number of test data recognized right by SI models was 519.2; the
average number of test data recognized right by MAP/IVFS was
585.7. Therefore, the average number of test data wrongly rec-
ognized by SI and however recognized right by MAP/IVFS was
66.5. The improvement in the vocabulary of exemplars can be
estimated as 12.4; the improvement in the vocabulary of non-ex-
emplars can be estimated as 54.1. As a result, the recognition
rate that was improved in the vocabulary of non-exemplars was
7.54%.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our method we also compared
our method with Wang’s method [12] and U. von Agris’ method
[10], which was illustrated in Table II. The experimental results
in [11] were based on eigenvoices method, which needed large
amount of model sets to be trained. Our database only consisted
of 6 signers, so it was quite difficult to initially adapt SI models
with eigenvoices. Instead, we compared our method with their
previous work [10]. From Table II, we can see that our method
can achieve comparable results with Wang’s, but our method
only used 6.6% percentage of all data versus Wang’s 38.9% per-
centage. Compared with U. von Agris’ method the improvement
of our method was higher than theirs. For MLLR when the per-
centage was 6.6%, the global transformation matrix estimated
was not robust enough, and the adapted models were biased to
the seen models.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter we have proposed a novel method for adap-
tive Chinese sign language recognition. AP is utilized to ex-
tract exemplar mean vectors, then the adaptation data can be di-

rectly selected. MAP/IVFS is used to generate the SA models.
Experimental results have shown that our method can reduce
the amount of adaptation data greatly and still achieve accept-
able recognition rate. If the size of the vocabulary increases,
the reduction of adaptation data may be more significant be-
cause more pooling among different models arises. Our future
work will focus on signer adaptation with unlabeled data in that
collecting unlabeled data is easier than collecting labeled ones.
Moreover, the computational time complexity also needs to be
considered further.
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